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Abstract - Due to the recent popularization of Internet live
video distributions, Internet live video distributors such as
YouTubers have attracted great attention. Some of them hide
the image regions related to personal information, e.g., their
faces or current locations, so as not to encounter public concerns such as threats or attacks to them. In the cases that the
video processing time to hide these image regions is long, the
frame rate fluctuates and unstable frame rates annoy the viewers. Hence, in this paper, we propose a frame rates stabilization mechanism for trust-oriented Internet live video distribution Systems 1 . Our proposed mechanism adopts two approaches. One is changing the image region for video processes. The other is changing the video process when the
video processing time is going to exceed the interval of the
video frame. Our evaluation results revealed that our developed system with the proposed mechanism can stabilize the
frame rate for trust-oriented Internet live video distributions.
Keywords: Broadcasting, YouTubers, Continuous Media,
Data Streaming, Video-on-Demand

1

INTRODUCTION

Due to the recent popularization of Internet live video distributions, Internet live video distributors have attracted great
attention. Most of Internet live distributors distribute the videos shooting themselves by cameras. For example, video distributors on YouTube are called YouTuber and 1 million of
YouTubers distribute the videos shooting themselves. They
often distribute live videos. Some of them hide image regions
related to personal information, e.g., their faces or current locations, so as not to encounter public concerns such as threats
or attacks by the viewers. It has a large possibility that public
concerns do not occur if there is a trust between Internet live
video distributors and the viewers because the trust construct
their social relations. Therefore, trust-oriented Internet live
video distributions proposed in [1] have a large possibility to
realize safer and wider used Internet live video distributions.
In the cases that the distributors shoot themselves, the most
sensitive personal information is their faces. To avoid public
concerns, some of them change or hide their faces by adding
video effects [2]. Such video effects include some processes
for detecting their faces, creating mask images, and drawing
_____________________________

the mask images to their faces, and have a higher computational load compared with a simple process. In the cases that
the video processing time is longer than the interval of the
video frames, the time to draw the processed image for a
video frame delays and the frame rate decreases. The video
processing times depend on the complexity of the processes
and the images, and the delays cause unstable frame rates.
Unstable frame rates annoy the viewers. Therefore, stable
frame rates are required for Internet live video distributions.
Various techniques to reduce video processing time have
been proposed. Some of them give an upper limit on the video
processing time and cancel the process when the processing
time reaches to the upper limit. In the cases that the video
process is changing or hiding the distributor’s face, the face
appears in the video when the processing time reaches to the
upper limit because the process is cancelled. This is not a
trust-oriented Internet live video distribution since the video
exposes the distributor’s personal information even when
there is no trust between the distributor and the viewers. In
trust-oriented Internet live video distributions, distributors’
personal information should be hidden when there is no trust.
However, existing video processing time reduction techniques do not consider trust and cannot realize trust-oriented
Internet live video distributions.
In this paper, we propose a frame rates stabilization mechanism for trust-oriented Internet live video distribution systems. In trust-oriented Internet live video distributions, the
distribution situation is classified into two situations. One is
the situation that there is no trust between the distributor and
the viewers (un-trusty). The other one is the situation that
there is trust (trusty). In Figure 1, the left image shows the left
image shows the case of an un-trusty situation and the distributor’s face is blurred to hide his personal information. The
right image shows the case of a trusty situation and no areas
are blurred. In the un-trusty situations, our proposed system
always hide the distributor’s personal information. To
achieve this, our proposed mechanism changes the video processes when the video processing time is going to exceed the
interval of the video frame to a simple process. For example,
in the cases that the time is close to draw the image for the
next frame while the processing computer executes the process to detect the distributor’s face in the video, the computer
cancels the face detection process and starts executing the
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Figure 1: Live video images for an un-trusty situation (left)
and a trusty situation (right).
process to blur the whole region of the image. In addition, we
develop a system with our proposed mechanism and evaluate
its performance. The main novelty of the paper is the stabilization of the frame rates considering trust on Internet live
video distribution. Although some previous researches try to
stabilize frame rates, they do not consider trust and wholly
give up to execute video processing when the processing time
reaches to the upper limit. Our proposed system change the
process considering to manage the trust. The contributions of
this research are; 1) the proposition of a frame rates stabilization mechanism for trust-oriented Internet live video distribution systems, 2) the design and the development of a system
with the mechanism, 3) the evaluation of the system.
The result of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce related work in Section 2. We explain the trust-oriented
Internet live video distributions in Section 3 and our proposed
video processing system to stabilize frame rates in Section 4.
We show some evaluation results and discuss about them in
Section 5. Finally, we will conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

Many systems have been proposed for distributed stream
processing (DSP) in a peer-to-peer (P2P), cloud, edge, or fog
computing model [3]-[13]. Some of the proposed systems assume or are implemented by open-source stream processing
platforms such as Apache Hadoop [14], Storm [15], Flink
[16], and Spark Streaming [17]. Lopez et al. carried out two
experiments concerning threats detection on network traffic
to evaluate the throughput efficiency and the resilience to
node failures for Storm, Flink, and Spark Streaming [18]. The
results show that the performance of native stream processing
systems, Storm and Flink, is up to 15 times higher than the
micro-batch processing system, Spark Streaming. On the
other hand, Spark Streaming was robust to node failures and
provided recovery without losses.
Some of the DSP systems are designed for real-time processing and can be applied for live video streaming. In [5],
the proposed scheme determines the evaluation order for the
conditional expressions in continuous queries to reduce the
processing time. Its evaluation shows that the proposed
scheme can reduce the maximum number of communication
hops and the average amount of communication traffic in IoT
environments. Ning et al. proposed Mobile Storm as a distributed real-time stream processing system for mobile cloud [7].
Without offloading computation to remote servers, Mobile
Storm processes real-time streaming data using a cluster of
mobile devices in a local network. Mobile Storm was implemented on Android phones, and a video stream processing
application was developed to evaluate its performance. The
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Figure 2: Example intervals of frames
results show that Mobile Storm is capable of handling video
streams of various frame rates and resolutions in real-time.
Choi et al. proposed DART as a fast and lightweight stream
processing framework for the IoT [9]. In DART, a logical
group of data sources, namely, a Cloud of Things (CoT) is
composed to process the data streams more efficiently in a
fully distributed fashion. DART aims to overcome both
server-based and edge-only-based methods by grouping IoT
devices as a CoT. RIDE was proposed to process real-time
massive image stream on distributed environment efficiently
[10]. RIDE consists of four layers: application, master, buffer,
and worker layers. To minimize the communication overhead
between the tasks on distributed nodes, coarse-grained parallelism is achieved by allocating partitions of streams to
worker nodes in RIDE. In addition, fine-grained parallelism
is achieved by parallel processing of task on each worker
node. Yang et al. focused on distributed fault-tolerant processing (DFP) method and proposed a distributed image-retrieval method designed for cloud-computing based multicamera system in smart city [11]. Through the combination
of the cloud storage technology, data encryption, and data retrieval technology, efficient integration and management of
multi-camera resources are achieved. In [12], processing and
bandwidth issues for a typical video analytics application
were investigated to help understand placement decision of
methods between edge and cloud. The authors in [12] also say
that there are further considerations than made in [12], such
as privacy, central sharing, edge device maintenance, and
processing and bandwidth costs.
Related to security or privacy of real-time video data, Liu
et al. proposed an infrastructure for secure sharing and searching for real-time video data [19]. The proposed infrastructure
is particularly suitable for mobile users by deploying 5G technology and a cloud computing platform. Its security is guaranteed even if the cloud server is hacked since data confidentiality is protected by cryptographic encryption algorithms. In
addition, the proposed infrastructure also provides secure
searching functionality within a user's own video data. Wang
et al. proposed OpenFace, an open-source face recognizer
whose accuracy approaches that of the best available proprietary recognizers [20]. Integrating OpenFace with interframe
tracking, they also built RTFace, a mechanism for denaturing
video streams that selectively blurs faces according to speci-
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fied policies at full frame rates. In [20], privacy-aware architecture for large camera networks using RTFace were presented.
The existing techniques mentioned above can reduce the
stream processing time by efficiently distributing the computational and communication loads to the processing nodes.
However, those techniques do not give an upper limit for the
processing time and there is a large possibility that the frame
rate fluctuates. This paper is positioned to the consideration
of the situations such as allowed processing time and adaptive
task modification on the trust-oriented Internet live video distribution.

3

TRUST-ORIENTED INTERNET
VIDEO DISTRIBUTIONS

LIVE

In this section, we briefly explain trust-oriented Internet
live video distributions proposed in [1].
In trust-oriented Internet live video distributions, the distribution situation is classified into two situations. One is the
situation that there is no trust between the distributor and the
viewers and is called the un-trusty situations. The other one
is the situation that there is trust and is called the trusty situation. The situation that an Internet live video distribution belongs to depends on various factors. For example, in the cases
that the viewers of an Internet live video distribution is limited to only the friends of the distributor, the situation is a
trusty situation. In the cases that the viewers are the stranger
of the distributor, the situation is an un-trusty situation. In a
simple system, the un-trusty/trusty situation that the current
situation belongs to is selected by the distributor manually.
Automatic selection is also possible by using the information
about the viewers, the locations, and so on. Figure 1 shows
example images of live video in an un-trusty situation and a
trusty situation.
The trust-oriented Internet live video distributions have
three policies, “close-information”, “limit-information”, and
“expose-information” policies. In the un-trusty situation, the
distributors may use the close-information policy. In this policy, the processing computer executes the processes so as to
close personal information. The distributor can safety distribute the shot live video since the distributor’s personal information is closed. However, the possibility to be able to construct trust decreases since the viewers cannot get the personal information about the distributor so any more. In the
limit-information policy, the processing computer executes
the processes accepted by the distributor. The distributors select this policy aiming to keep the trust. In the trust situation,
the distributors may use the expose-information policy. In
this policy, the processing computer executes the processes
so as to expose personal information. The possibility to be
able to construct trust increases since the viewers can get the
personal information about the distributor. However, the live
video distribution is unsafe.
In the trust-oriented Internet live video distribution, the
processing computer executes video processes based on the
policy selected by the distributor (un-trusty or trusty). However, conventional trust-oriented Internet live video distribution systems do not consider the processing time and the
frame rate usually fluctuate.
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4

PROPOSED MECHANISM

We explain our proposed frame rates stabilization mechanism in this section. We explain our target problem first and
our approach to solve the problem after that.

4.1

Target Problem

As described in Section 1, long video processing times
cause unstable frame rates and this annoy the viewers. For
example, we show the intervals of the frames in Fig. 2. The
horizontal axis is the frame number. In this example, the processing computer executes the processes to detect faces and
to blur the detected region. “Face” indicates the interval of
the frames when there is a distributor’s face in the live video.
“No face” indicates that when there is no distributor’s face.
As shown in this example, the interval of the frames fluctuate
and have a range of approximately 200 [msec.] in this case.
Such a large change of the interval has a large possibility to
annoy the viewers. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a
frame rates stabilization mechanism.
In the cases that the processing time is shorter than the interval of the frames, the system can control the time to draw
the image for the next frame by waiting for some time. Otherwise, the time to draw the image for the next frame delays
and the frame rate changes. We propose a frame rates stabilization mechanism even when the processing time is long.

4.2

Our Approach

To stabilize frame rates for trust-oriented Internet live
video distributions, we adopt two approaches.
The first one is the reduction of the video processing time.
As explained in the previous subsection, the system can stabilize the frame rate if the processing time is shorter than the
interval of the frames. Therefore, shorter video processing
times than the interval of the frames enables stable frame rates.
Various techniques to reduce video processing time has been
proposed. However, they do not focus on the trust-oriented
Internet live distributions and some public concerns can occur
even when the system adopts these techniques. The most sensitive personal information is their faces. Therefore, we focus
on hiding the distributor’s faces and propose a video processing time reduction method for hiding the face in the trustoriented Internet live video distributions.
The other one is the change of the video process to a simple
video process. As explained in Section 1, most of video effects require a higher computational load compared with a
simple process. Therefore, our proposed method changes the
video process when the video processing time is going to exceed the interval of the video frames to a video effect that the
processing computer can execute the process with a shorter
processing time. An example of a simple video process is
blurring the whole region of the image. Since the processing
time of a simple video process is relatively short compared
with complicated video processes, the system can finish the
process before the time to draw the image for the next frame
and thus can stabilize the frame rate.
We will explain the detail of each approach in Subsections
4.4 and 4.5.
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Figure 3: Our assumed system for our proposed mechanism

4.3

Assumed System

Figure 3 shows our assumed system for our proposed
mechanism. In the system, the distributors distribute their
shot live videos to the viewers using the trust-oriented live
video distribution system. The situation judgement module
judges whether the current situation is an un-trusty or a trusty
situation using the viewer database and other information.
The video processing module executes the designated video
processes. A part of the viewers login to the system before
watching the live videos. The details of these modules are inscribed in [1].
The frame rate stabilization module is newly added to the
system. The frame rate stabilization module manages the
video processing module and checks the frame rates of the
output module. The output module is the system module to
distribute the live videos to the viewers. When the frame rate
is going to fluctuate, the frame rate stabilization module
changes the video process executed in the video processing
module to a simple process and try to reduce the processing
time. The processed video data are transferred to the output
module and are distributed to the viewers.

4.4

A Method to Hide Faces Faster

In this subsection, we explain our proposed method to hide
the distributor’s face faster. Our proposed method does not
fix the face detection algorithm. Various algorithms that were
already proposed can be adopted to our proposed method.

4.4.1 Position of Face
Most of live video distributors shoot themselves and the
position of the face does not change largely. We do not assume that the position of the face does not change. For example, the distributor fixes the camera to his room by a tripod
and shoots himself sitting on the front of the camera. In this
case, the position of his face in the video image does not
change largely although the position waves when he moves
his upper body. For another example, the distributor uses her
smartphone to distribute the live video. She grasps her
smartphone forwarding the camera to herself and shoots herself while walking. The distributors generally allocate their
faces to the center of the video image and the position does
not change largely and frequently.

In the cases that the position of the face does not change
largely, the position of the face in the next frame image is
close to that in the current frame image. By shrinking the
range to detect the faces using this feature, we can reduce the
video processing time since a smaller image gives a shorter
processing time. However, a smaller range to detect the faces
has a large possibility to fail to detect the faces since the possibility that the shrunk image does not include the face increases. Therefore, our proposed method takes a margin from
the position of the face in the current frame image and detects
the face in the range.
The appropriate margin length is the length that the position of the face changes within the interval of frames. If the
position changes to the out of the detection area even taking
the margins, the face detection fails.

4.4.2 Region to Detect Face
Let Xc, Yc denote the upper left corner of the region for the
detected face in the current video frame image and Wc, Hc denote the width and the height of the region. We set the same
margin to the right and the left sides of the region (MX) and to
the top and the bottom sides of the region (MY). Then, the region to detect the faces in the next video frame image Xd, Yd,
Wd, Hd are given by:
𝑋𝑑 = 𝑋𝑐 − 𝑀𝑋
𝑌𝑑 = 𝑌𝑐 − 𝑀𝑌
(1)
𝑊𝑑 = 𝑊𝑐 + 2𝑀𝑋
𝐻𝑑 = 𝐻𝑐 + 2𝑀𝑌
In our proposed method, the region to detect the face is determined by the above equations. In the evaluation section, we
will confirm the effectiveness of shrinking the region to detect the face.

4.5

A Method to Change Video Process

In this subsection, we will explain our proposed method to
change video process to stabilize the frame rates.

4.5.1

Timing to Change Video Process

In our proposed mechanism, the frame rate stabilization
module changes the video process when the processing time
is going to exceed the interval of the frame to a simple process
that the video processing module can execute the process with
a shorter processing time. Even when the video process is
changed to the simple one, the video processing time arises
and it takes some time. Therefore, our proposed method gives
a margin time for the simple video process. Let Tm denote the
margin time. When the current time satisfies the following
inequality, the frame rate stabilization module changes the
video process to the simple one.
𝑇𝑐 > 𝑇𝑛𝑓 − 𝑇𝑚
(2)
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Table 1: The videos created for the subjective evaluation
Video name
Description
Original
Human faces are hidden.
Blurred
The whole region is blurred after 10
[sec.] from the beginning.
Paused
The video is paused after 10 [sec.] from
the beginning.

Get Frame
Start
the video process

Check
the finish of
the video
process

Yes

No
Yes
T_c>T_nf-T_m
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Cancel
the video process

Execute
the simple video
process

Send
the processed
video to the
output module

No

Figure 4: The flowchart for the frame rate stabilization module
Name: original video

Here, Tc is the current time and Tnf is the time to draw the
next frame image. That is, the value of 𝑇𝑛𝑓 − 𝑇𝑚 is the deadline of the original video process. Our proposed method decides Tm enough to finish the simple video process within the
margin time. For example, in our brief experiment, the maximum processing time to blur the whole region in a video processing system is 129 [msec.]. In this case, we can predict the
sufficient time to finish the simple video process although the
time fluctuates. In this case, the value of Tm larger than 129
[msec.] is sufficient.
In the cases that the right formula of Equation (2) is very
close to the left, the video process can frequently change. This
can cause the annoyance of the views. To determine Tm, it is
better to consider such an influence of the viewers.

4.5.2

Video Process to Hide Face

Figure 4 shows the flowchart for the frame rate stabilization module. When the module gets a video frame image from
the camera, it starts the video processing to the image in other
thread. To manage the processes, the video processes are executed in parallel and in other thread from the frame rate stabilization module. After that, the module continuously checks
whether the process finishes and whether the above inequality
is satisfied or not. When the process finishes, the module
transfers the processed image for the video frame to the output module. When the above inequality is satisfied, the module cancels the video process and start executing the simple
video process. When the simple video process finishes, it
transfers the processes image for the video frame to the output
module.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we investigate the influence of changing the
video processes and show the results in Subsection 5.1. After
that, to evaluate the performance of our developed system
with the proposed mechanism, we show some evaluation results about the intervals of the frames and the video processing.

5.1

Influence of Changing Video Process

The objective of the evaluation is to check which video
gives a higher QoE, i.e., the viewers can watch the video
without a more annoyance, in un-trusty situations. For this

Name: blurred video

Name: paused video

Figure 5: The videos for the subjective evaluation
Table 2: The subjective evaluation result
Video name
1st
2nd
3rd
Original
11
0
0
Blurred (proposed)
0
9
2
Paused
0
2
9
objective, the videos shown to the subjects are not necessarily
live videos. To show the same video to all subjects, therefore,
we shoot a video and create three videos from it although our
research target is live videos. In this section, to evaluate the
performance of our developed system with the proposed
mechanism, we show some evaluation results about the intervals of the frames and the video processing.

5.1.1

Subjective Evaluation Setting

A realistic scenario to which our proposed trust oriented
live video distribution is applied is the situation that the distributor fixes the camera to his room by a tripod and shoots
himself siting on the front of the camera as explained in Subsection 4.4.1. Moreover, to avoid the exposure of the distributor’s personal information in un-trusty situations, we blur
the human faces and hid them. We call this the original video.
The duration is 30 [sec.] Table 1 shows the explanations of
our created three videos. The blurred video is the video created from the original video to simulate our proposed mechanism. To investigate the influence of changing the video processes, we blur the whole region of the video after 10 [sec.]
from the beginning to the end. Only the human face is blurred
by 10 [sec.] from the beginning and thus the beginning part
of the video is the same as the original video. The paused
video is the video created from the original video to simulate
pausing the video when the load for the video processes is
high. During the pausing, the text message “streaming is temporarily paused due to the content privacy issue” is shown in
the center of the video. In the video, we pause the video after
10 [sec.] from the beginning to the end. Similar to the blurred
video, the beginning part of the video is the same as the original video. The audios for all the videos were not interrupted
and kept playing. Figure 5 shows a screen shot of the videos.
We show these videos to 11 subjects and ask the subjects
to rank the videos in the order that he/she can watch the video
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without a more annoyance. Also, we get the reason for their
ranking.

5.1.2

Subjective Evaluation Result

Table 2 shows the result. From the result, we can see that
the rank of our proposed mechanism is higher than the paused
video. The summary of the reason was that the blurred video
kept playing although the whole region is blurred, and thus
the subjects could somehow grasp the contents of the video
compared with the cases of the paused video. However, two
subjects gave a higher rank to the paused video than the
blurred video. The summary of the reason was that the text
message that explained the reason why the video was paused
was shown in the paused video. Thus, the subjects could understand why the video was paused and they did not get annoyance further than the blurred video. We think that this can
be improved by adding a text message that explains the reason why the whole region is blurred to the blurred video. All
subjets gave the highest rank to the original video because the
case of the original video did not encounter any troubles.

5.2

Performance Evaluation Setting

From this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our
developed system. We developed a video processing system
that detects the faces in the shot video images and blurs the
detected region. In the cases that the time to finish the video
process is longer than the deadline (Equation (2)), the system
cancels the processing and changes it to the simple process
that blurs the whole region of the image. The system has a
function to distribute the live video, but the function is not
directly related to this research and we do not focus on this
function.
To show the effectiveness of our proposed method, we
show the intervals of the frames. We set the frame rate of the
video to f [fps] in this evaluation. In our proposed method,
when the current time exceeds the deadline, the processing
computer changes the video process to the simple one. Therefore, in the cases that the interval of the frame is shorter than
the 1/f [msec.], our proposed method can achieve a constant
frame rate by waiting for drawing the next frame image.
We use the ratio of changing process in this evaluation. The
ratio means the ratio that the video process is changed to the
simple one and is the number of the simple video process divided by the number of the all video process. A larger value
means that a more number of the video frames is wholly
blurred (the whole region is blurred). A smaller value is better
for the trust-oriented Internet live distributions since just for
the region related to the personal information is blurred.

5.3

Evaluation Environment

For the evaluation, we use our developed video processing
system. We developed the system using the Visual Studio
2017 and the system uses OpenCV 4.1.0 to get the images
from the camera and to detect the faces in the images. The
processing computer is a laptop computer (CPU: Core
i7@2.4GHz, Memory: 8GB). We use the camera equipped on
the laptop and get 640x480 RGB (32bits) images. For the face
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Figure 6: The frame number and the intervals of the frames
detection, we use the detectMultiScale function implemented
in the OpenCV.

5.4

Evaluation Results

In this subsection, we show some evaluation results. First,
we show the intervals of the frames and evaluate the effectiveness of our two approaches. After that, we show the performances changing the region sizes for the processes to evaluate our approach to change the region size to hide the face
faster. Then, we show the performances changing some parameters for the face detection. We evaluate our developed
system under the situations that the video records just one
faces although the system can detect multiple faces to make
the evaluation results easily understandable. In the situations
that the video records multiple faces, their positions also influence the results.

5.3.1

Interval of Frame

The target problem of this research is the stabilization of
the frame rate. This means that the intervals of the frames are
more constant. Therefore, we measured the intervals of the
frames.
Figure 6 shows the intervals of the frames. The horizontal
axis is the frame number and the vertical axis is the intervals
of the frames. In the figure, “Proposed (f [fps])” indicates the
intervals of the frames under our proposed method when the
frame rate is set to f. “Conventional” indicates the intervals of
the frames under conventional methods, i.e., without our proposed method. The result under the conventional method does
not depend on the frame rate since the method does not consider the frame rate. The margin time is 100 [msec.]
From this result, we can see that our proposed method
achieves a shorter interval than the inverse value of the frame
rate in many cases. This means that our proposed method
gives stable frame rates. However, the intervals of the frames
are sometimes longer in the cases that the video processing
time is longer than the predicted margin time. The conventional method can achieve almost 1 [fps]. In the cases that the
frame rate is 1 [fps], some intervals of the frames under our
proposed method is the same as that under the conventional
method because the video process finishes before the deadline. However, in the cases that the video process before
changing it finishes earlier than the simple video process, the
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Figure 8: The ratio of changing the processes under the different region sizes for the processes

intervals of the frames under our proposed method is longer
than that under the conventional method. For example, in the
case of 1 [fps], the video processing times of 6 frames in 100
frames exceed the time to draw the image for the next frame.
In the case of 4 [fps], the video processing times of 19 frames
in 100 frames exceed the time to draw the image for the next
frame. We can reduce the number of the frames in that the
processing time exceeds the time to draw the image for the
next frame by increasing the margin time.
The ratio of changing the process increases in proportional
to the frame rate since a larger frame rate gives an earlier
deadline. For example, in the cases of 1 [fps], 10 video processes are changed to the simple video processes in 100
frames and this means the ratio of changing the process is
10/100=0.1. In the cases of 4 [fps], all video processes are
changed to the simple video processes and the ratio is 1.0.
Therefore, Our proposed method gives stable frame rates but
the ratio of changing process increases.
In the following evaluation results, we use the average interval of frame.

frame rate increases. The average interval of the frames under
the conventional method increases in proportional to the region ratio, since the method does not consider the deadline.
For example, the average interval of the frames in the cases
of 4 [fps] is approximately 200 [msec.] This is smaller than
250 [msec.] (the interval of the frames under 4 [fps]) and our
proposed method can give a stable frame rate. On the other
hand, in the conventional method, the region ratio should be
less than 0.23 to achieve the frame rate of 4 [fps].
Figure 8 shows the ratio of changing the processes under
the different region sizes for the processes. The horizontal
axis is the region ratio and the vertical axis is the average interval of the frames. In the conventional method, the processing computer does not change the video process and always execute the process to detect the faces. Therefore, the
ratio of changing the process is always zero and we do not
show it in the figure.
In the case of 2 [fps], the ratio of changing the processes
increases sharply when the region ratio is 0.6. This is because
the video processing time for detecting the face in the frame
image is almost constant and most of all video processing
time exceeds the deadline when the region ratio is larger than
0.5. A similar situation occurs in the case of 4 [fps] and the
ratio of changing the processes sharply increases when the
region ratio is 0.2. In the cases of 8 [fps] and larger frame
rates, the ratio of changing processes are always 1.0 because
the video processing time exceeds the time to draw the image
for the next frame even if the video process changes to the
simple video process.

5.3.2

Region Size for Process

A smaller region size for the process gives a shorter video
processing time because the data amount for executing the
video process decreases. Hence, changing the region size for
the process, we measured the average interval of the frames
and the ratio of changing the processes.
Figure 7 shows the average intervals of the frames under
the different region sizes for the processes. The horizontal
axis is the region ratio. The region ratio is the ratio of the region for the process in the whole region and given by the
number of the pixels in the region for the process divided by
that in the whole region. The vertical axis is the average intervals of the frames. The margin time is 100 [msec.]. The
legends are similar to the previous results.
In our proposed method, when the region ratio is small, the
average interval of the frames increases as the region ratio
increases since the data amount for executing the video process increases. When the region ratio is large, our proposed
method gives almost constant average interval of the frames
since the video process is changed to the simple video process
when the video processing time reaches to the deadline. The
video processing time earlier reaches to the deadline as the

5.3.3

Number of Neighbors

One of the main parameters for the face detection techniques is the number of the neighbors. General face detection
techniques moves the target region to detect the face in the
original image with changing the size of the target region and
compares the image in each target region with a template image for faces. Therefore, one face in the original image is detected several times as shown in Fig. 9. To reduce the error
for the face detections, the region in that some faces are detected within the close range is finally defined as the region
of the face. This is called the neighbors and the number of the
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Figure 12: The ratios of changing the processes under the
different sizes of the images

neighbors has a possibility to influence the video processing
time. Hence, we calculated the average interval of the frames
changing the number of the neighbors.
Figure 10 shows the average interval of the frames under
the different number of the neighbors. The margin time is 100
[msec]. The region size for the video process is 320x240.
From this figure, we can see that the average interval of the
frames does not change largely even when the number of the
neibhbors changes. This is because the algorithm we used
detects all regions of the faces in the whole image and counts
up the number of the neighbors after that. Thereore, the
number of the neighbors has not so large influence on the
average interval of the frames. The ratio of changing
processes is 0.0 when the frame rate is 1, 2, 4 [fps] and is 1.0
when the frame rate is 6, 8 [fps]. The result is very simple and
we do not show it here.

scale. The scale is the ratio of the size of the image for the
video process compared with the original image size. For example, when the scale is 0.5, the image downsizes to 320x240
in the cases that the original image size is 640x480. The vertical axis is the average intervals of the frames. The margin
time is 100 [msec]. The region size for the process is 640x480.
Similar to the results changing the region size for the process,
when the scale is small, the average interval of the frames increases as the scale increases.
Figure 12 shows the ratio of changing the processes under
the different sizes of the images. This is also similar to the
result changing the region size for the process. The ratio
sharply increases since almost video processing time exceeds
the deadline under a large value of the scale.

5.3.4

In this paper, we proposed a frame rates stabilization mechanism for trust-oriented Internet live video distribution systems. Our proposed mechanism changes the image region for
video process and also changes the video process when the
video processing time is going to exceed the interval of the
video frame. We developed a system with our proposed
mechanism. Our evaluation results revealed that our developed system can stabilize the frame rate for trust-oriented Internet live video distributions. In the future, we will further

Scale of Image

As we explained in the previous section, a smaller size of
the region for the process gives a shorter video processing
time because the data amount for executing the video process
decreases. In this section, changing the size of the image for
the video process, we measured the average interval of the
frames and the ratio of changing the processes.
Figure 11 shows the average intervals of the frames under
the different sizes of the images. The horizontal axis is the
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reduce the video processing time and investigate the frame
rates in practical Internet live video distributions.
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